Introduction: Part II
verbal (and of little or no importance), or else they consist in the
omission or alteration in VarR of certain passages of JR which are
religiously tinged with Jainism. And in these passages the Jainistic
original shows thru unmistakably in VarR. Our problem then prac-
tically concerns only the first four versions, among which if there is
any closer relationship, it is at least not so obvious that it may be
discerned from a superficial reading.
It is my opinion that we do not possess the Vikramacarita in its
original form. There seem to me to be good reasons for denying that
any one of the four versions (we shall from now on ignore VarR)
formed the common " Grundlage " on which the other three were
based.
Reconstruction of the original Vikramacarita. — But, on the other
hand, it seems to me possible to reconstruct the original in consider-
able detail, and with a reasonable degree of certainty, I have at-
tempted to do this in the synopsis or Composite Outline which fol-
lows (VI, pages Ixvi ff.). This synopsis is not only a summary of the
different existing versions; it is intended and believed to present an
outline of the original Vikramacarita, as deduced by me from the
existing versions. It does so, of course, only in a summary form;
nevertheless I have not omitted any detail, when there seemed to me
to be any definite reason to suppose that it was found in the original.
Of course I do not assert that all the details of the original are included,
nor even that all the details included belonged with certainty to the
original. My reasons for inserting or rejecting particular details
must be inferred from the notes to the Composite Outline, which give
the authority for every sentence and clause contained therein, and
quote all important differences. (Where any clause or detail is not
qualified in the notes, it is to be inferred that all the versions agree
at that point.) I do, however, firmly believe that the Composite
Outline as given is what it purports to be, a fairly complete outline
of the real Vikramacarita, the lost work from which all our versions
are derived. At times feven the words of the original ca& be quite
reasonably inferred (see for instance Section VIH, Vol27, pp. 44 ff,)-
This is of course true in a particular degree of those staa&as which occur
in all recensions (as happens sometimes, tho rarely), or w. a majority
of them, at the same point in the text, so that we may conclude that
they were found in the original. As to the stanzas included in the
Composite Outline, I have thoug&t it safest, tod best to adopt the
mechanical rule of Deluding every stama, which occwb ili i&ora ihafc

